1. Introduction
WORK(S) USED: I reference Dragon Quest III, Live-A-Live, Pokémon, Hourai Gakuen no Bouken!, Animal Crossing and LEGO Dimensions in this short fic
	Everyone has a story to tell, even if they may or may not remember all of the details about them. Some stories are perfectly believable...some are not.
	For instance, on the believable stories, there's things like finally being able to go on an adventure on your 16th birthday and recruiting a few partners to help you out. Or maybe a cowboy known as the Sundown Kid and his rival Mad Dog heading to Success Town and learning of--and taking down--the Crazy Bunch. Or even you becoming a Pokémon Trainer. There are many, many stories that begin and even end in believable ways.
	There are some occasions, however, when there are stories that you cannot believe started in their own weird ways. Things like a transfer student forced out of a plane with a parachute because they were late to their new high school with over a million students and staff; a human child moving to a town filled with animals that act like humans; heck, even Batman, Gandalf and Wyldstyle going to the worlds of other franchises because they were sucked into portals. These are the weirder ones.
	Of course, they all come with their drawbacks--the 16-year-old adventurer must kill many, many monsters with the help of their new friends to earn lots of gold and experience to improve upon their power; the Sundown Kid and Mad Dog must ask the locals of Success Town to set up traps to catch and kill the Crazy Bunch one by one rather than do it themselves; before they can enter the Pokémon League, the Pokémon Trainer has to meet eight Gym Leaders and beat them; the exchange student, at one point, goes on a field trip that leads to the plane they're in crashlanding on a jungle island; the human may witness one of their animal neighbors they became good friends with moving out; and Batman, Gandalf and Wyldstyle will need everyone's help if they're willing to do as much as possible. It's unfortunate to come into situations like these, and it can also be quite frustrating for people like me, Hunter.
	Yes, I myself have encountered all of these before. Perhaps you too will do what I did and go through all of this almost exactly like I did, hopefully with a lot less frustration and more patience. That's all I've decided to say about this...for now.
	In this series of 100 one-shots, this one included, you will witness many things. There are moments that will make you laugh or cry; there are parts that you might not understand (which I can explain to you in detail); and there are a lot of fandoms involved here, from the most well-known to a handful of obscure ones.
	All things said, have fun reading.

